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Abstract
Research indicates that young children at-risk for autism spectrum disorder (ASD) show developmental
improvements with the implementation of a parent training intervention, although evidence of parent
generalization to novel skills is inconsistent. The purpose of this study was to determine the effects on
generalization of a parent-mediated early intervention using general case training (GCT) combined with
behaviour skills training (BST) via telehealth for young children at-risk for ASD. Six parent-child dyads
participated in total. Child target skills were identified through the Parent Observation of Early Markers
Scale and confirmed through direct observation. Nine exemplars from three child skill categories that
target deficits representative of early signs of ASD were taught to parents using two concurrent multiple
baseline across participants designs. Data were collected for the percentage of correct parent teaching
skills implemented, as well as the percentage of child correct responses to the target skills. Results
demonstrate an increase in parent teaching skills across all trained participants for both trained and
untrained child skills. These results provide preliminary support for GCT combined with BST via
telehealth as an effective early intervention model.
Keywords: autism spectrum disorder, parent training, general case training, infants and young
children at-risk for ASD, telehealth
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General-Case Parent Training for Young Children At-Risk for Autism Spectrum Disorder via
Telehealth
Young children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) are typically diagnosed at the age of 4 or
older (Feldman et al., 2012; Kleinman et al., 2008) despite studies showing evidence that children may
show developmental warning signs of ASD as early as 9 months of age (Feldman et al., 2012).
Considering further evidence suggesting early behavioural intervention increases the developmental
trajectory of children on the autism spectrum, it is imperative to intervene as early as possible to increase
their future chances at success (Lovaas, 1987; Reichow et al., 2012; Perry et al., 2017). Without a
diagnosis, children with ASD symptoms will not qualify to receive funding for resource intensive
behaviour analytic services, which leaves these young children vulnerable to below-average
developmental trajectories. However, recent research suggests that, prior to diagnosis, training parents in
behaviour-analytic teaching strategies for their young children at-risk for ASD provides families-in-need
with tools to help their child achieve success and may help to ameliorate early ASD symptoms (Azzano et
al., 2021a, b).
Infants At-Risk for ASD
ASD now affects 1 in every 59 children (Baio et al., 2018). Approximately 20% of infants who
have an older sibling diagnosed with ASD will develop the disorder themselves (Messinger et al., 2015).
Since these siblings of children with ASD are at a significantly increased risk compared to other children
with non-diagnosed siblings, it is essential that these children are screened for ASD as early as possible
and are provided with effective intervention strategies to ameliorate any developmental warning signs.
The current literature examining interventions for this population of at-risk infants shows promising
improvements that include decreased severity ratings of ASD and increases in vocalizations (Feldman et
al., in press; Neimy et al., 2020; Ozonoff et al., 2010; Ozonoff et al., 2011; Tanner & Dounavi, 2020).
Interventions for Infants and Young Children At-Risk for ASD
Early intervention is widely supported as being a key factor in the improvement of developmental
outcomes for children diagnosed with ASD and comes with a long list of early intervention strategies
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based primarily in applied behaviour analysis (Brian et al., 2017). Some of these early intervention
strategies include the Joint Attention, Symbolic Play, Engagement, and Regulation (JASPER)
intervention (Shih et al., 2021) which focuses on increasing joint attention skills, Hanen’s More Than
Words program (Weitzman, 2013), which is a parent mediated training approach to increase speech, and
Social ABCs (Brian et al., 2017), a toddler intervention that focuses on early positive affect sharing.
Many of these models described as ‘Naturalistic, Developmental, Behavioral Interventions’ (NDBIs;
Schreibman et al., 2015) capitalize on the caregiver as the child’s primary social interaction partner by
training the parent to be an effective mediator for child behaviour change. More recently, researchers are
interested in the applicability of these interventions to younger children, targeting those who are not yet
diagnosed, but display developmental warning signs.
Encouragingly, a number of early interventions have been reported in the emerging literature as
having positive outcomes for infants and young children at-risk for ASD (Bradshaw et al., 2015;
Debodinance et al., 2017; Feldman et al., in press). Many of these interventions used strategies based on
behaviour analytic principles––and similar to the early intervention ASD studies––included parents and
caregivers as mediators for the interventions (Feldman et al., in press). The intervention methods
identified from the literature by Feldman and colleagues (in press) for young at-risk children include but
are not limited to, Hanen’s More Than Words (Carter et al., 2011), the Early Start Denver Model (ESDM;
Beaudoin et al., 2019; Rogers et al., 2012), Pivotal Response Treatment (PRT; Bradshaw et al., 2017;
Koegel & Koegel, 2006), the Sequential Parent Curriculum (SPARC; Tanner & Dounavi, 2020), Parent
Intervention for Infants and Children at-Risk for Autism (PICARA; Azzano et al., 2021a, b), Joint
Attention Mediated Learning (JAML; Schertz, 2005; Schertz et al., 2018), Social ABCs (Brian et al.,
2017), and Social Communication Emotion Regulation Transaction Support (SCERTS; Prizant et al.,
2003) among others.
Hanen’s More Than Words
Carter et al., (2011) implemented the Hanen’s More than Words program in a randomized control
trial for 62 undiagnosed children with ASD symptoms. The parent-training program is based on speech
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and language pathology principles, focuses on enhancing communication skills in children with ASD, and
is the least behaviour analytic intervention method described here. Carter et al., (2011) found no main
effects of treatment on child performance neither immediately following the intervention nor at five
months follow-up for the treatment group. These results do not provide enough support to render the
More than Words program as beneficial for at-risk infants and young children.
Early Start Denver Model (ESDM)
The Early Start Denver Model is geared toward children aged 12–48 months as a parent mediated
intervention based on principles of applied behaviour analysis. This intervention model can take place
within the family home during natural routines (Rogers & Dawson, 2010; Vismara et al., 2009), though is
typically applied in clinic with therapists for 15 hours per week of intensive services (Carter et al., 2011).
While normally administered to young children already diagnosed with autism, Rogers et al., in 2014
delivered the intervention to seven 7–15-month-old undiagnosed, highly symptomatic infants. The
researchers delivered parent training for 1 hour per week for 12 weeks using a quasi-experimental design
and found that the children who received the treatment had significantly lower ASD severity scores than a
group of age-matched children who were later diagnosed with ASD.
However, in another study examining ESDM combined with SCERTS for at-risk young children,
Beaudoin et al., (2019) found mixed results with no statistical differences between their treatment and
control groups on the autism severity measures administered pre-post. Additionally, Rogers et al., (2019)
administered a parent implemented ESDM treatment that found results similar to Beaudoin et al., (2019)
with no evidence of gains more than the treatment group as usual. These mixed results for ESDM when
applied to at-risk young children indicate that more research is necessary to determine its efficacy as an
early intervention.
Pivotal Response Treatment (PRT)
Pivotal Response Treatment (Koegel & Koegel, 2006) is another strategy of teaching young
children to communicate and develop appropriate social skills based on principles of applied behaviour
analysis. It is child led, and encourages naturalistic reinforcement of communication attempts using the
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child’s motivation to facilitate learning. Rather than teaching specific skills or behaviours, PRT focuses
on targeting “pivotal” areas of the child’s development such as initiating interactions and responses to
multiple cues. Similar to ESDM, this therapeutic intervention is typically administered to children already
diagnosed with ASD. However, Bradshaw et al., (2017) used a parent-mediated PRT intervention for
three at-risk children using a single-case experimental design. Parents were trained using behavioural
skills training (BST; described below), which is the foundational model for behavioural parent training
methods. Post-intervention measures indicated a reduction in symptoms of ASD and showed an increase
in verbal communication across all child participants.
Sequential Parent Curriculum (SPARC)
Tanner and Dounavi (2020) used SPARC, a curriculum-based approach based largely off
Skinner’s analysis of verbal behaviour to train parents of five at-risk young children using behavioural
skills training (BST). All participants received the same training, and the researchers found an overall
decrease in severity of ASD symptoms in the child participants.
Parent Intervention for Infants and Children At-Risk for Autism (PICARA)
Unlike SPARC, which is a curriculum-based intervention, Azzano et al., (2021a) implemented an
individualized approach to parent training using specific targets that were identified via early screener and
confirmed in baseline observations as in need of remediation. The three parents showed improvements in
their teaching fidelity, which correlated with improvements in child performance on the targeted skills
and decreases in their scores on the early screener administered post-intervention. Azzano et al., (2021b)
replicated this study using the same teaching approach for one family via telehealth and found similar
results.
Joint Attention Mediated Learning (JAML)
Joint Attention Mediated Learning (JAML; Schertz, 2005) is another parent-mediated early
intervention that focuses on improving joint attention skills in young children at-risk for ASD. Similar to
SPARC, JAML follows a set manual for teaching five specific learning principles that are aimed at
improving social interaction skills. Schertz et al., (2018) used JAML in a randomized control trial study
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with 144 at-risk young children and found significant results across all learning domains, but only four of
the five maintaining those gains at 6-month follow-up probes.
Social ABCs
Social ABCs is a manualized parent-mediated program developed from applied behaviour
analysis principles via PRT (Brian et al., 2017). The program only focuses on two domains: early
functional communication and positive social affect. Brian et al., (2017) conducted a study administering
the Social ABCs program to a group of young children who were either diagnosed or were deemed atrisk, but only displayed the results as one treatment group. Due to this factor, we do not have enough
information to determine whether Social ABCs is appropriate for the at-risk population alone. However,
results were generally positive for the participants with significant treatment gains in vocal initiations,
smiling and social orienting for the treatment group.
Despite the promising results of some of these interventions with young children at risk for ASD,
there is a lack of emphasis on generalization, or the ability of parents to apply learned skills beyond the
training setting and stimuli. As such, approaches to effectively train parents––and train them to generalize
their skills beyond the training setting and stimuli––are warranted.
Behavioural Skills Training
Behavioural skills training (BST), which involves instructions, modelling, rehearsal, and
feedback, is one training approach that has been successfully used to train mediators across a variety of
skills (e.g., Sarokoff & Sturmey, 2004; Ward-Horner & Sturmey, 2002). For example, Shayne and
Miltenberger (2013) employed a BST model to teach parents of children with problem behaviours how to
conduct a functional analysis and design an appropriate behaviour reduction intervention, showing
increases in all areas of parent teaching behaviour. In another study by Azzano and colleagues (2021a, b)
the researchers used BST to train parents of young children with developmental warning signs of ASD to
teach their children new adaptive skills, which resulted in improvements in both child and parent skills.
One limitation of these studies is the lack of generalization assessment. Generalization occurs when a
learner emits an untrained response that is functionally equivalent to a trained response or emits a trained
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behavior within a different setting or stimulus condition (Cooper et al., 2020). Shayne and Miltenberger
(2013) addressed their lack of generalization assessment as a limitation of their study and suggested
future research should focus on this aspect. Azzano and colleagues (2021a, b) assessed for generalization,
but results were inconsistent. To address generalization in a more concrete approach, Ward-Horner and
Sturmey (2002) and Seiverling et al., (2010) combined BST with a procedure known as general-case
training (GCT; see below) in an attempt to train parents in a more generalized way, promoting both
acquisition and generalization of teaching skills.
To date there is only one known published study employing a BST approach to train and young
children at risk for ASD apart from the studies by Azzano and colleagues (see above; Tanner & Dounavi,
2020). The researchers employed a BST training package in five family homes to teach parents to coach
social, communication, and play skills with their children. While this is the first study to provide a verbal
behaviour analytic framework to treat pre-diagnosed infants, generalization was not sufficiently
programmed within the intervention nor discussed.
Parent Training for Children with ASD
Similar to the gaps in generalization noted in studies using BST there are also gaps in
programming for generalization and collecting generalization data in the parent training literature for
parents of young children with ASD. Although, numerous reviews indicate that parent training
interventions for young children (Matson et al., 1996; McConachie & Diggle, 2007; Suppo & Floyd,
2012) and school aged children with ASD (Black & Therrien, 2018) lead to positive outcomes for both
the parent and the child, parent generalization is rarely reported.
Suppo and Floyd (2012) do not report on generalization data of the studies examined, and
McConachie and Diggle (2007) stated that only one study in their review included reports on
generalization of child responses to different settings (Howlin et al., 1987) and only one study reported
generalization of parent skills to other children (Laski et al., 1988). Twenty-five years ago, Matson and
colleagues (1996) addressed the lack of generalization in their review of the parent training literature,
citing that while parents were able to successfully teach their children new behaviours that were
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specifically trained, that generalization was not targeted in the design and subsequently not demonstrated
(Koegel et al., 1978). A more recent review on parent training studies of school-aged children by Black
and Therrien (2018) also did not report on generalization and additionally, found that reports of parent
treatment fidelity was low.
General Case Training
Generalization must be sufficiently addressed in any behavioural intervention as it does not
naturally occur in teaching. Stokes and Baer (1977) describe the necessary component of generalization
and summarize the ways it can be programmed, including training sufficient exemplars, one of the key
components in GCT. Additional key components of GCT include identifying the instructional universe,
and the inclusion of multiple training exemplars taught across a broad range of discriminative stimuli. The
rationale is that learners will experience all possible environmental stimuli and situations in training so as
to be well equipped to apply the learned skills in various situations that arise in their natural environment.
One of the first studies that employed GCT taught six adolescents with intellectual disabilities
(ID), aged 15–19 years, to use vending machines comparing a general case approach to single instance
and multiple instance instructional approaches (Sprague & Horner, 1984). Their results showed that the
participants did not sufficiently demonstrate generalization until the general case model was
implemented. Similarly, Horner and Day (1989) taught adolescents with severe ID to pour water from
pitchers into varying receptacles using both a general case procedure as well as an “easy training”
procedure and found generalization only occurred after exposure to GCT. The results of these studies and
others (Horner et al., 1982; Horner & McDonald, 1982) indicate a strong relationship between general
case training procedures and the generalization of learned skills to new instructional targets.
General Case Mediator Training
More recently, studies have focused on using a GCT approach in the training of mediators. When
mediators are exposed to training in a general-case format, they often learn to teach the learner the same
way no matter the skill (Ducharme & Feldman, 1992; Ward-Horner & Sturmey, 2008). For example,
Alaimo et al., (2018) conducted a study that showed positive results by combining BST with GCT to
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teach three caregivers how to implement a feeding intervention with their children with pediatric feeding
disorders. They note that “teaching with several different teaching examples is superior to teaching with
one example to produce generalized responding, (Sprague & Horner, 1984)” (Alaimo et al., 2018, p. 27).
They also note that teaching multiple exemplars alone is not enough to produce generalized responding
and that multiple exemplar training should be used in a way that “systematically samples the range of
stimulus and response variation,” (Alaimo at al., 2018, p. 27). Their study involved the training of three
parent-child dyads for children with a variety of diagnoses. While their participants showed large
improvements in their demonstration of the target skills, the nonconcurrent multiple baseline design
shows weaker experimental control than if they had used a concurrent design. The researchers also did
not present parent generalization data, including only generalization probe data on child performance.
In the first study applying GCT to mediators, Ducharme and Feldman (1992) compared the
effects on generalization of a GCT program to three other types of mediator training interventions: written
instructions, single case training, and common stimuli training. Direct care staff were trained to teach
clients with ID to independently perform self-care tasks. Ducharme and Feldman found that the mediators
did not reach generalization criteria until GCT was implemented, showing that GCT is an effective
strategy to promote generalization in a mediator training approach. It is not clear, however, whether the
researchers used prespecified scripts to sample the different response ranges expected in the instructional
universe, or what specific training procedures were used to train each target program. The researchers
also did not report any social validity measures.
Ducharme and Spencer (2001) used GCT to teach acquired brain injury (ABI) rehabilitation
therapists therapeutic teaching skills. The researchers employed a within-subject multiple baseline design
across skill dimensions for all 13 ABI rehabilitation therapists. They used multiple exemplars of teaching
and interaction situations to sample the range of variability in the rehabilitation settings and found an
average increase in teaching of 30% across therapists during roleplays. Like Ducharme and Feldman
(1992), the researchers did not include social validity measures. They also only displayed baseline and
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post-training roleplaying data and did not include generalization probes within their teaching sessions or
describe specifically which skills were targeted for generalization post-training.
In another GCT mediator training study, Ward-Horner and Sturmey (2008) used a series of
scripts to represent the different possible child behaviours to combine BST with GCT to teach parents
discrete trial training (DTT) skills for three young children with ASD. DTT refers to a strategy commonly
used in applied behaviour analytic (ABA) interventions that involves teaching new skills within a series
of trials that include a discriminative stimulus, structured prompt sequence, a target behaviour, reinforcer,
and short intertrial interval (Lerman et al., 2016). The experimenter acted as the child across the teaching
scripts while the parent practiced teaching with the experimenter. While the results demonstrated that the
parents effectively learned to generalize their DTT skills, child results were variable. This may have been
because the experimenters did not include child response variations within each component of their
scripts (Ward-Horner & Sturmey, 2008). The researchers also did not report researcher treatment integrity
data in their study.
Similar to Ward-Horner and Sturmey, Seiverling and colleagues (2010) combined BST with GCT
to train staff how to improve speech chains in children with ASD following the same procedure of
presenting a series of scripts to guide the training. They targeted three staff-child dyads in a preschool for
children with ASD. The staff were trained to use a combined BST and GCT approach to increase their
generalized performance of teaching three-link vocal chains to the child participants. They found
increases in staff correct performance across all three staff for trained and untrained skill exemplars and
increases in child behaviours across two out of three children. However, a limitation of their intervention
design was the inclusion of the same stimuli throughout the entire study. The researchers used only a few
specific toys per child to teach vocal chains rather than teaching across a range of stimuli. Overall, the
results of these studies demonstrate that GCT demonstrates positive effects on generalization. However,
given the aforementioned methodological weaknesses, limited reporting on social validity and researcher
treatment integrity, as well as the narrow participant populations targeted, more research is warranted.
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Telehealth
One of the limitations of ABA as an effective treatment for young children with ASD is that
families in remote locations have difficulty accessing services and often deal with long waitlists due to a
shortage of clinical providers (Shepherd & Waddell, 2015; Suppo & Floyd, 2012). Telehealth involves
the use of communication technology to deliver healthcare services in real-time to clients remotely, and in
behaviour analytic services, typically involves a clinician providing remote intervention services via
synchronous videoconferencing (Boutain et al., 2020). Telehealth has recently been employed as a means
to address the limitation of service provider shortages. In fact, emerging literature establishes telehealth
models as an effective method of providing intervention for children with ASD (Jurek et al., 2021;
Ferguson et al., 2019), including studies specifically targeting parent-mediated interventions for children
with ASD (Boutain et al., 2020; Fisher et al., 2020; Jurek et al., 2021).
A systematic review of research on the use of ABA-based interventions in a telehealth format
analyzed 28 studies and determined that each study reported positive outcomes with at least one area of
improvement including increased vocalizations, decreased problem behaviours and increases in adaptive
skills (Ferguson et al., 2019). Azzano et al., (2021b) used BST to train two parents to teach specific skills
to their young child at-risk for ASD via telehealth. This is the first known study to explore a parentmediated intervention for this population via telehealth. Both the parents and the child displayed
improvements from baseline, but parents did not demonstrate consistent generalization. To-date, no study
has combined the strategies of BST with GCT to train parents to teach skills to their young children atrisk for ASD using a telehealth format.
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General-Case Parent Training for Young Children At-Risk for Autism Spectrum Disorder via
Telehealth
ASD now affects 1 in every 59 children (Baio et al., 2018) with these children typically receiving
a diagnosis at the age of 4 or older (Feldman et al., 2012; Kleinman et al., 2008) despite evidence that
children may show developmental warning signs of ASD as early as 9 months of age (Feldman et al.,
2012). Approximately 20% of infants who have an older sibling diagnosed with ASD will develop the
disorder themselves (Messinger et al., 2015). Since these siblings of children with ASD are at a
significantly increased risk compared to other children with non-diagnosed siblings, it is essential that
these children are screened for ASD as early as possible and are provided with effective intervention
strategies to ameliorate any developmental warning signs (Webb et al., 2014). Considering evidence
suggesting early behavioural intervention is shown to increase the developmental trajectory of children on
the autism spectrum, intervention applied as early as possible is shown to have the most improved
outcomes (Lovaas, 1987; Reichow et al., 2012; Perry et al., 2017; Webb et al., 2014). Children without a
diagnosis often do not meet criteria to receive funding for costly behaviour analytic services, leaving
young children vulnerable to below-average developmental trajectories. Training parents in behaviouranalytic teaching strategies for their young children provides families-in-need with tools to help their atrisk child achieve success (Azzano et al., 2021a, b). The current literature examining interventions for this
population of at-risk infants shows promising improvements that include decreased severity ratings of
ASD and increases in vocalizations (Feldman et al., in press; Neimy et al., 2020; Ozonoff et al., 2010;
Ozonoff et al., 2011; Tanner & Dounavi, 2020).
A behaviour analytic approach to intervention for children with ASD is largely considered the
most effective treatment for improving skill deficits and reducing ASD symptom severity (Blocher-Rubin
& Krabill, 2017; National Autism Center, 2009, 2015; Perry et al., 2017; Reichow et al., 2012).
Difficulties arise as best practice guidelines recommend between 20–40 hours per week for optimal
treatment results, requiring extensive resources and funding (Shepherd & Waddell, 2015). To mitigate
these barriers, parent training on behaviour analytic approaches to teaching children new skills has
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become a popular strategy within behavioural interventions. Parents can be taught to use behavioural
strategies to teach their young at-risk children new skills using behavioural skills training (BST; Sarokoff
& Sturmey, 2004) with high levels of treatment fidelity (Azzano et al., 2021a, b). Although BST is
effective in training parents to teach specifically taught skills, parent generalization to teaching untrained
targets is not consistently shown (Azzano et al., 2021a, b).
Generalization is a key dimension of applied behaviour analysis (Baer et al., 1976). It is important
that generalization be specifically programmed for in any intervention, as behaviour change is only
socially significant if it is demonstrated in the learner’s natural environment across settings, people, and
environmental stimuli. One of the major gaps in the ABA parent training literature involves the lack of
generalization data reported and general lack of programming for generalization within intervention
studies (McConachie & Diggle, 2007; Matson et al., 1996; Suppo & Floyd, 2012). As demonstrated by
the inconsistent generalization findings reported by Azzano and colleages (2021a, b), parents do not
spontaneously generalize their behaviour to new targets.
General case training (GCT), an empirically supported approach to teaching generalization,
involves the identification of the instructional universe and the inclusion of multiple training exemplars
taught across a broad range of discriminative stimuli. Studies conducted on general case approaches to
teaching found that generalization was not sufficiently demonstrated by participants until the general case
method was implemented (Sprague & Horner, 1984; Horner & Day, 1989; Ducharme & Feldman, 1992).
While these earlier studies displayed sufficient results to demonstrate a functional relation between the
general case procedure and participant generalization to untrained skills, these early studies did not
include social validity measures to determine acceptability of the procedures, nor did they report on
treatment integrity of the researchers.
More recently, GCT studies have been applied to parent training studies aimed at increasing
functional skills in children with ASD (Alaimo et al., 2017; Ward-Horner & Sturmey, 2008). Alaimo et
al., 2017 conducted a food selectivity intervention combining behavioural skills training (BST) with GCT
and found increases in child food consumption, as well increases in parent fidelity, as well as parent
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generalization and maintenance of skills. Ward-Horner and Sturmey (2008) provided a general-case
parent training intervention to three children diagnosed with ASD using a series of scripts to convey the
variations in child responses and found that parents were able to effectively generalize their skills;
however, child results were variable. To date there are no known studies examining general case training
for a parent teaching intervention for infants and young children at-risk for autism. There are also no
known studies to date that have attempted to use a general case approach via telehealth.
Telehealth treatment models can provide families in remote locations experiencing delays in
service with alternative access to interventions (Jurek et al., 2021; Shepherd & Waddell, 2015; Suppo &
Floyd, 2012). Increasingly, the emerging telehealth literature base provides evidence supporting this
mode of intervention for children with ASD, specifically targeting parent training approaches (Boutain et
al., 2020; Ferguson et al., 2019; Fisher et al., 2020; Jurek et al., 2021). Evidence to support interventions
for at-risk infants and young children would add to this emerging literature base and help to close the gap
in treatment for vulnerable families with limited access to in-person treatment.
While the GCT mediator training studies reviewed above showed promising improvements in
generalized mediator skills, the current study aims to fill in some of the GCT research gaps by focusing
on infants and young children at risk for ASD, using a telehealth format, and including social validity
measures. The purpose of this study is to examine the effects of GCT on the teaching skills of parents
with young children at-risk for ASD via telehealth. Secondarily, it will examine the effects of the parent
teaching intervention on child skill acquisition before and after parent training.
Methods
Participants
Six parent-child dyads from various regions in Ontario participated in the study. Nine families
initially responded to recruitment efforts, six of whom met criteria to participate. After the intake process,
one of the six families declined to participate due to time constraints and the researchers repeated the
recruitment process a second time. Three families responded to the second recruitment effort, only one of
whom met the inclusion criteria. All included child participants were second or third born to the family
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and had at least one older sibling with a diagnosis of ASD. The six children all fell between the ages of
10–36 months at the start of the study and had no diagnoses of ASD or other developmental disorders
prior to participating. All parents approached the research team to participate due to developmental
concerns based on their child’s behaviour. None of the parents had received any ABA parent training
specific to their at-risk young child, but some parents had participated in pivotal response training (PRT;
Koegel & Koegel, 2006), Picture Exchange Communication System training (PECS; Frost, 2002), or
similar programs with an older diagnosed child.
The first cohort of children included Elliot, Gregory, and Justin. Elliot was a 16-month-old
Caucasian boy living in southern Ontario and the third-born child in his family. His mother’s primary
areas of concern about her son were his ability to follow directions and use expressive language. His
performance on a measure of early developmental warning signs (i.e., the Parent Observation of Early
Markers Scale; POEMS; Feldman et al., 2012) was in the clinical range at 111 (cut-off score = 70; range
of possible scores – 61-244). Twenty-one items were considered clinically elevated (a score of >2.5 on a
4-point scale) indicating areas of specific developmental concern. His mother, Allison, age 39, had a
university degree and was employed full-time outside the home. She was the primary parent who
participated in the study and the family spoke only English. Allison had not participated in any
behavioural parent training prior to the study. Gregory was a 12-month-old Caucasian boy living in
northern Ontario with primary areas of concern identified by his mother being motor imitation, eye
contact, communication, sensory difficulties, and food selectivity. He scored 187 on the first POEMS and
had 51 elevated items. He was the third born child in his family, and the only child participant with two
siblings diagnosed with ASD. His mother, Carla, the primary parent participant, age 32, had both a
college diploma and university degree, and was a stay-at home caregiver for her three children. Carla and
the family spoke only English, and Carla had previously participated in PRT for one of her older children.
Justin was an 18-month-old East Asian boy living in southern Ontario. Primary areas of concern were
expressive language, imitation, and following directions as identified by his mother. He was the second
born child of the family and scored 99 on his first POEMS with 14 elevated items. His mother, Jessica,
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age 35, had a college education, and worked full-time outside the home. Cantonese was the primary
language spoken in the home, but parents were both fluent in English and spoke both English and
Cantonese to Justin during the study. Jessica had no prior behavioural parent training.
The second cohort of children included Brittany, Nathan, and Olivia. Brittany was a 30-monthold Caucasian girl living in western Ontario, with primary concerns reported by her mother surrounding
sleep, food selectivity, waiting, appropriate toy play, and following instructions. She was the third born
child in her family. Her POEMS score at the start of the study was 81 with 6 elevated items. Her mother,
Kristin, age 37, had a college diploma and 1 year of university education, had not received any prior
behavioural parent training and was a stay-at-home caregiver. English was the primary language spoken
at home. Nathan was a 34-month-old boy of mixed, south Asian and Caucasian descent, and the second
born child in his family. He had been enrolled in a previous version of the study that was disrupted due to
the Covid-19 pandemic. His POEMS score at the start of the study was 97.5 with 11 elevated items. His
primary areas of concern as identified by his mother and father included pointing to request, answering
questions, waiting, and food selectivity. His father, Vincent, age 40, had a college diploma, worked parttime outside the home, and was the primary parent participant at the start of the study. English was the
primary language spoken in the home. Vincent had previously participated in a virtual PECS parent
training study for his older child. Olivia was a 10-month-old Caucasian girl living in eastern Ontario. She
was the second born child in her family with primary concerns in the areas of gross motor development,
imitation, and expressive language as indicated by her mother. She scored 94 on the first POEMS and had
11 elevated items. Her mother, Nicole, spoke both French and English in the home, had a university
degree, and was a stay-at-home mother. Nicole attended ABA sessions with her older child, but had no
formal training.
Setting
All sessions were conducted virtually via Brock’s secure, online video conferencing platform,
Lifesize©. The participants attended the sessions from their homes where they connected to virtual
sessions via their own personal devices on their home internet connection. The researchers attended the
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sessions virtually from their home offices. Each participant was given a personal Lifesize © link with a
unique password.
Research Design
Two concurrent multiple baselines across participants were used to demonstrate experimental
control of the intervention on parent teaching skills for trained and untrained child target behaviours
(Cooper et al., 2020). Participants were divided into two cohorts of three parent-child dyads. The first
cohort was comprised of the three children with the highest POEMS scores. These children were selected
first due to their perceived increased risk.
Measures
Parent Observation of Early Markers Scale (POEMS; Feldman et al., 2012; Appendix A)
The Parent Observation of Early Markers Scale (POEMS; Feldman et al., 2012), known to
parents as the more generic Parent Observation Checklist (POC), is a validated parent-report early
screener that can be used to identify early warning signs in infants at-risk for ASD and monitor their
development over time. The POEMS is a comprehensive screener, its 61 items encompassing both core
and subsidiary features of ASD. Elevated items on the POEMS can serve as a basis for selecting targets
for intervention purposes and can inform parents and practitioners of key areas of concern. Parents rated
their child’s behaviour on each scaled item from 1 (no evidence of difficulty) to 4 (severe problem) with
half scores as an option between each whole number. Total POEMS scores can range from 61–244, with
70 being the clinical cut-off score. The POEMS was administered to each participating family upon
recruitment, monthly during baseline and training, and again during follow-up. Total scores and total
number of elevated items above a score of 2.5 were measured pre- and post-training.
Parenting Sense of Competency Scale (PSOC: Gibaud-Wallston & Wandersman, 1978; Appendix B)
The PSOC is a 17-item questionnaire that measures parenting self-competency using a Likert
scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to six (strongly agree) with nine items being reverse scored. In a
study on the psychometric properties of the PSOC, the researchers determined well-established factorial
validity and internal consistency of the three PSOC factors of Satisfaction, Efficacy, and Interest (Gilmore
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& Cuskelly, 2008). The PSOC was administered to the families once prior to training starting and once
during follow-up.
Parent Teaching Skills Checklist (PTSC; Azzano et al., 2021a, b; Appendix C)
The PTSC is an 11-item parent self-monitoring checklist that evaluates parent use of discrete trial
training (DTT) and natural environment teaching (NET) strategies. The checklist includes behaviour
analytic techniques including antecedent and consequent strategies, such as arranging the environment,
gaining readiness, prompting, reinforcement, and error correction strategies. The PTSC was used during
each baseline, parent training, and follow-up session to measure parent teaching accuracy.
Consumer Satisfaction Feedback Survey (Appendix D)
Parents completed a social validity questionnaire adapted from Azzano et al., (2021a, b)
administered after the final session of the training phase. The survey assessed overall satisfaction (three
questions scored via Likert scale from 1; extremely dissatisfied, to 7; extremely satisfied),
recommendation (two questions scored via Likert scale from 1; not likely at all to recommend, to 4;
extremely likely to recommend) researcher professionalism (four questions scored either 0; no, or 1; yes,
on researcher responsiveness to questions, consideration of time, respectfulness, and professionalism
toward the family), and perceived changes in their own and their child’s behaviour (two questions scored
via Likert scale from 1; no change, to 4; a great deal).
Data Collection
All sessions, including baseline, intervention, and follow-up sessions, were recorded via the
recording function on Lifesize©. Data were collected on both parent teaching accuracy and child
performance accuracy. During training sessions, data were collected at the end of each session, after
training was conducted.
Parent Teaching Accuracy: Primary Dependent Variable
Parent teaching accuracy is defined as the parent’s correct implementation of each applicable
item on the PTSC per teaching trial. Parents delivered a total of between 45–90 trials to their child per
session. Each item on the PTSC was recorded as correct, incorrect, or not applicable for each trial. The
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summed raw data from each trial created a total score per session that was converted to an overall
percentage by calculating (total correct PTSC items)/ (total correct + incorrect PTSC items) x 100.
A trial began when the parent delivered a target instruction or instructional cue during a natural
setting such as play or during snack time. A trial was considered complete when the parent either
delivered reinforcement to the child, delivered an error correction procedure to the child, or ended the trial
by administering the next instruction to the child. If parents had the tendency to repeat instructions or
instructional cues, a new trial was considered if there was at least a one second intertrial interval from the
completion of the prior trial (e.g., following parent delivery of praise, reinforcement, or the last prompt
delivered).
Correct parent behaviours were recorded as the correct implementation of each item on the PTSC
for each trial. Incorrect parent behaviours were scored as either the absence of the behaviour indicated on
the PTSC or the incorrect administration of the behaviour indicated on the PTSC. The researchers
instructed parents to demonstrate their teaching of at least nine different teaching exemplars for a
minimum of five trials per exemplar. Data were collected on the first five trials administered for each
child skill exemplar.
Teaching exemplars are defined as any child skill exemplar that parents were expected to perform
with their child including training exemplars, generalization exemplars, and novel exemplars. Training
exemplars are defined as any of the nine child skill exemplars used for training purposes during the
general case parent training. Generalization exemplars are defined as any child skill exemplars tested in
baseline that were not specifically taught to parents during the general case parent training. Novel
exemplars are defined as any child skill exemplar that was introduced to the parent post-training and was
not tested in baseline.
Child Performance Accuracy: Secondary Dependent Variable
Child performance accuracy is defined as the total percentage of correct responses on the total
number of skill development trials performed by the child participant within 5 s of their parent’s
instruction or cue. Parents administered approximately 45–90 trials to their child per session. Each trial
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consisted of one instructional cue delivered from the parent to the child. Percent correct was determined
by dividing the total number of correct trials by the number of potential opportunities for the target
behaviour to occur, multiplied by 100.
Correct responses were defined as the child engaging in the target behaviour within 5 s of the
initial parent instruction or cue with no additional prompts (e.g., physical prompts) following the
instruction or cue. Incorrect responses were defined as the child responding later than 5 s after the initial
instruction or cue, emitting a response that did not correspond to the initial instruction or cue, engaging in
a behaviour different than instructed, or requiring additional prompts to complete the response. Accuracy
of child performance per session is reported as a mean across all skills for each session.
Interobserver Agreement
Trial-by-trial interobserver agreement (IOA) was calculated for both the primary (parent teaching
accuracy) and secondary (child performance accuracy) dependent variables by dividing all agreements by
the sum of agreements + disagreements multiplied by 100 (Cooper et al., 2020). For parent teaching
accuracy, agreement was collected per step on the PTSC for each trial by a second observer naïve to the
conditions of the study for 41% of all sessions selected at random, across all study conditions and
participants, M=88% (range, 63–100). Baseline sessions had the lowest average IOA score, M=82%
(range, 63–89), intervention sessions had the highest average IOA score, M=97% (range, 82–100), and
follow-up sessions fell in between, M=88 (74–97). An agreement was defined as both observers scoring
the parent’s behaviour as either correct, incorrect, or not applicable. Second observers consisted of two
graduate level students with a background in ABA. For child performance accuracy, agreement was
collected per trial on correct and incorrect child responses by a second observer naïve to both the purpose
and conditions of the study for 33% of all sessions, across all study conditions, M=86% (range, 75–100).
Baseline sessions had a moderate level of agreement, M=87% (range, 75–96), intervention sessions had
high agreement, M=92% (range, 83–100), and follow-up sessions had a moderate level of agreement,
M=82% (range, 76–86). An agreement was defined as both observers scoring the child’s behaviour as
either correct or incorrect. The second observer was an undergraduate level psychology student without a
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background in ABA. All IOA coders were trained via videoconference with the primary student
investigator until they reached a training criterion of 80% agreement across 10 trials.
Treatment Integrity
To ensure the parent training was delivered as intended by the primary researcher, treatment
integrity data were collected in-vivo across 53% of training sessions by a second researcher, who was a
recent graduate of an ABA program and newly certified BCBA. The mean treatment integrity was
reported at 99% accuracy (range, 97–100) for the primary researcher.
Procedures
Identifying Child Target Behaviours
Each parent completed the POEMS at the start of the study. All items initially scored at or above
a 2.5 were used to identify possible early ASD signs from which teaching exemplars were selected. The
skill deficits targeted in training were selected because they were reported as potential early signs of ASD
in at-risk infants and young children (Feldman, et al., in press) and sampled a range of teaching
exemplars. The skill deficits targeted for training for all six children were based on parent preference and
the consensus of the research team including two developmental clinical psychologists. These deficits
were grouped into three broad categories: imitation, receptive language, and expressive language. Within
these three broad categories, specific child skill exemplars based on the child’s needs fell into three
different subcategories across each broad category (i.e., imitation—gross motor, fine motor, vocal;
receptive language—eye contact, following simple directions, receptive discrimination of objects;
expressive language—pointing to request, verbal manding, verbal tacting). This resulted in a total of nine
subcategories from which specific child skill targets were identified (see Figure 1). Only one subcategory
within each broad category was selected for parent training for a total of three trained subcategories (e.g.,
imitation—gross motor; receptive language—following simple directions; expressive language—pointing
to request). The remaining six subcategories were left untrained and exemplars from these untrained
subcategories were used for generalization probes. Within each of the three target training subcategories
(one from each broad category), three pre-specified exemplars were trained (e.g., Imitation → Gross
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Motor: 1) wave, 2) touch nose, 3) 2-step clap + touch head; see Figure 1) for a total of nine training
exemplars. The nine chosen training exemplars taught in the parent training sessions were standard across
all participants, chosen prior to any direct observation of the child. The remainder of generalization and
novel exemplars tested were child-specific and based on the POEMS scores and parent requests.
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Figure 1
Example Flow Chart of Broad Categories, Subcategories, and Exemplars for One Parent-Child Dyad
Category 2 (Receptive
Language)

Category 1
(Imitation)

Sub-Category
A (Gross-Motor
Imitation)

Sub-Category
B (Imitation
with Objects)

Sub-Category
C (Vocal
Imitation)

Sub-Category
A (eye
contact)

Sub-Category
B (following
instructions)

Sub-Category
C (receptive
discrimination)

Category 3 (Expressive
Language)

Sub-Category
A (pointing
to mand)

Sub-Category
B (vocal
manding)

Sub-Category
C (vocal
tacting)

Exemplar 1
e.g., clap
hands

Exemplar 1
e.g., push car

Exemplar 1
e.g., “ba”

Exemplar 1
e.g., respond to
name

Exemplar 1 e.g.,
pick up (object)

Exemplar 1 e.g.,
RD known
people from
picture

Exemplar 1
e.g., point to
request foods

Exemplar 1
e.g., vocal
mand foods

Exemplar 1
e.g., vocal tact
known people

Exemplar 2
e.g., wave

Exemplar 2
e.g., stack
blocks

Exemplar 2
e.g., “oo”

Exemplar 2
e.g., respond to
‘look at me’

Exemplar 2
e.g., come
here

Exemplar 2 e.g.,
RD preferred
foods

Exemplar 2
e.g., point to
request toys

Exemplar 2
e.g., vocal
mand toys

Exemplar 2
e.g., vocal tact
body parts

Exemplar 3
e.g., touch
head

Exemplar 3
e.g., roll ball

Exemplar 3
e.g., “hi”

Exemplar 3 e.g.,
respond to
“wow” during
play

Exemplar 3 e.g.,
clap hands

Exemplar 3 e.g.,
RD preferred
toys

Exemplar 3
e.g., point to
request drinks

Exemplar 3
e.g., vocal
mand drinks

Exemplar 3
e.g., vocal tact
foods

Exemplar 4
e.g., touch
nose

Exemplar 4
e.g., push
button on toy

Exemplar 4
e.g., “mama”

Exemplar 4
e.g., follow adult
point with gaze
(still objects)

Exemplar 4 e.g.,
put (object) in
basket

Exemplar 4 e.g.,
RD shapes

Exemplar 4
e.g., point to
request
colours

Exemplar 4
e.g., vocal
mand colours

Exemplar 4
e.g., vocal tact
animals

Exemplar 5
e.g., arms up

Exemplar 5
e.g., throw
ball

Exemplar 5
e.g., “ball”

Exemplar 5 e.g.,
follow adult point
with gaze (moving
objects)

Exemplar 5 e.g.,
stop

Exemplar 5 e.g.,
respond to “where
is (object)?” with
point

Exemplar 5
e.g., point to
request books

Exemplar 5
e.g., vocal
mand yes/no

Exemplar 5
e.g., vocal tact
toys

Exemplar 6
e.g., two-step
touch head
and shoulders

Exemplar 6
e.g., rock baby
doll

Exemplar 6
e.g., “dada”

Exemplar 6 e.g.,
visual tracking
object

Exemplar 6 e.g.,
give me (object)

Exemplar 6 e.g.,
respond to “where
is (person)?” with
point

Exemplar 6
e.g., point to
request
clothing

Exemplar 6
e.g., vocal
mand “more”

Exemplar 6
e.g., vocal tact
colours

Note. Yellow boxes indicate hypothetical training exemplars; white boxes indicate hypothetical
generalization and novel exemplars. Red text indicates exemplars assessed during baseline and follow-up
probes but not specifically trained.
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Baseline
Once the child exemplars were separated into their respective subcategories, the researchers
randomly chose at least one exemplar from each subcategory to probe in the baseline sessions to
determine child deficits across categories. The baseline probes were conducted online via Lifesize© to
verify whether the child was able to perform the skill at an age-appropriate level as determined by the
research team. The parents were instructed to “show how you would teach your child to (perform target
skill).” If the parents did not accurately present an appropriate discriminative stimulus (i.e., an appropriate
instruction or cue) for the child to display the skill, the researcher clarified the instruction as briefly as
possible. If the child’s performance on a particular skill indicated training was not needed for the skill
(i.e., 80% accuracy achieved in any baseline session), that target and data were not included, and a
different exemplar from the subcategory was probed. The exact number of trained and untrained
exemplars that were probed in baseline varied for each participant due to differences in child skill levels
and time constraints during the session. The untrained subcategories chosen within each broad category
were child-specific and determined with parent input, but all child skill exemplars for training and
generalization probes fit into the three broad skill categories of imitation, receptive language, and
expressive language.
In baseline, parents were asked to demonstrate their teaching strategies for at least nine different
teaching exemplars with their child. Each teaching exemplar was measured across at least 5 trials per
session. Between six and nine of these teaching exemplars tested in baseline served as a test for parent
generalization during the training and follow-up phases. Several exemplars identified within the nine
subcategories were not tested in baseline and served as novel exemplars post-training (i.e., the parent did
not receive any training on teaching these skills during the present study).
Training
Training took place online using Lifesize©. Training was conducted by the primary parent
trainer, a graduate student in an ABA program with seven years of clinical ABA experience, and a
secondary parent trainer, a recent ABA graduate and newly certified Board Certified Behavior Analyst
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(BCBA), under the supervision of two doctoral level BCBAs who are also licensed developmental
clinical psychologists. The primary parent trainer provided all verbal descriptions and feedback to the
parents and the secondary parent trainer played the video models, screen-shared written documents, and
collected in-vivo researcher treatment fidelity data. For training purposes, each family was trained across
the same number of training exemplars, regardless of the number of exemplars probed in baseline to
ensure the most similar training experience possible across participants. The training exemplars were a
standardized training set of nine specific exemplars. While these exemplars were not always relevant to
the child’s skill deficits, the researchers encouraged the parents to apply the learning from the training of
these specific skills to any skill that their child needed to learn. The researchers followed a standardized
teaching procedure to instruct parents to arrange teaching materials and environmental stimuli to teach the
nine different training exemplars in rapid rotation over a series of four modules (described below). Each
training session including the use of behavioral skills training (BST) and general case training (GCT).
BST. The parent trainers used Behavioral Skills Training (BST; Sarokoff & Sturmey, 2004) to
train the parents using written instructions, modeling, roleplaying, and performance feedback to a
prespecified criterion. Parents received a written copy of the PTSC (see Appendix C) prior to the initial
training session via email. The PTSC was also shared on the screen during the training. The researcher
read the instructions to the parent and provided an additional verbal description and rationale of the
expected parent behaviours. Following the presentation of the instructions in written and vocal format, the
researchers presented up to three video models of the researchers modelling the target PTSC item using
one of the nine training exemplars. The researchers played the video through the screensharing function
on Lifesize© and provided a live verbal description of the target behaviours after the video model played.
The parent was provided the choice of being shown additional videos until they indicated they were ready
to try and roleplay the skill. Parents were then asked to roleplay the skill with their confederate (playing
the role of the child) at home for three different training exemplars. The second parent of five participants
played the confederate role, and an older sibling played confederate for one participant (Elliot). At the
time of training, the parents did not practice with their at-risk child. Each time the parents demonstrated
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the taught skill, the researchers provided both positive and constructive descriptive verbal feedback.
Parents continued to practice the skill with the confederate until they performed all steps in the trial
correctly.
GCT. To facilitate generalized behaviour change, GCT procedures were integrated into the
training using a rapid rotation of multiple pre-determined exemplars and the inclusion of four separate
training modules. As per GCT procedures (Ward-Horner & Sturmey, 2008), attempts were made to define
the instructional universe across child behaviours in the form of four different training modules, akin to
Ward-Horner and Sturmey’s scripts (e.g., correct, incorrect, problem behaviours), and discriminative
stimuli (exemplar categories), and included variations in teaching materials, reinforcers, and
environmental conditions. Skill exemplars, video models and teaching scenarios were designed to expose
parents to the full range of the instructional universe and to promote parent generalization of teaching
skills.
Training Modules. Training was divided into four training modules grouped into categories by
child response (Module 1 = child correct response, Module 2 = child incorrect or no response, Module 3 =
child problem behaviour, Module 4 = randomization of all child responses). The modules were designed
to target the range of possible child responses that a parent may encounter when employing teaching
strategies. As the first module encompassed the most items on the PTSC for training (seven items,
compared to four on the other modules), it was divided into two parts so that each training session did not
take longer than one hour and 15 minutes. Modules 2, 3, and 4 were kept at one training session of the
same duration. As such, there were a total of five training sessions. Session length varied from
approximately 45 to 90 mins. Table 1 depicts the procedures of a training session for Module 2.
Each session included four sections: (1) BST involving practice with a confederate, (2) testing
with the confederate, (3) generalization probes with the confederate, and (4) generalization probes with
the child. Parents were trained across one step of the PTSC at a time and were presented with a rapid
rotation of the nine different training exemplars throughout the training. Once parents demonstrated
mastery of the first step of the checklist across three exemplars within the first module, the next step of
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the checklist for that module was taught using three different exemplars. The same sequence continued
until all relevant steps of the checklist were taught for that specific module (e.g., for Module 1, child
correct responses, only steps 1–6 and 8 of the PTSC were relevant and therefore taught). Over the length
of the training session, each relevant step of the PTSC was described and modeled by the researcher and
then rehearsed by the parent with a confederate until mastery (80% accuracy) across the nine training
exemplars.
After the initial BST with the confederate, parents’ skills were tested while working with the
confederate. During this testing, parents performed all relevant checklist steps across the nine training
exemplars until they achieved the mastery criterion of 80%.
Once parents achieved the mastery criterion, the researchers conducted generalization probes with
the parent and confederate to test for generalization both across exemplars within the same subcategory as
well as between subcategories. For example, if the subcategory of gross motor imitation had been trained
in the form of waving, touching head, and touching nose, the parent trainers probed the exemplars of
imitating clapping hands (within subcategory probe: gross motor imitation) and saying the word ‘mama’
(between subcategories probe: vocal imitation). No training was provided for these confederategeneralization probes.
Finally, at the end of each training session, the researchers probed the parents’ generalization of
the newly taught skills to their child. As the primary focus of this study was parent generalization, the
decision was made to only assess parents’ ability to teach their child generalization targets during the
training phase, rather than the standardized training exemplars, as the generalization targets were more
meaningful to the parents and to the purpose of the study.
Follow-up. Once parents achieved the mastery criterion (80%) on all four modules, teaching
sessions were discontinued, and the follow-up phase began. The primary researcher continued to observe
the families for one weekly session over the next two consecutive weeks via Lifesize© to ensure
procedural fidelity was maintained at 80% accuracy. The researchers then observed the families at one
month, three months, and six months post-training.
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Table 1
Procedures for a Typical Parent Training Session for All Modules
Step

Procedure

Approximate Length
of Time

1. BST Session with Confederate
i.
written instructions displayed, vocally described, and
rationalized
ii.
video models of specific PTSC step presented across
three exemplars
iii.
live practice of specific PTSC step with confederate
across three different exemplars
iv.
positive and constructive feedback provided
v.
repeat i–iv until all relevant PTSC steps trained

50 minutes

2. Testing of Learned Skills with Confederate
i.
Parents perform all nine trained exemplars without
feedback or coaching
ii.
80% mastery criterion expected across all nine
training exemplars

10 minutes

3. Generalization Probes with Confederate
i.
Parent performs three within-category probes with
the confederate without researcher feedback or
coaching
ii.
Parent performs three between-category probes with
the confederate without researcher feedback or
coaching

5 minutes

4. Generalization Probes with Child
i.
Parent performs three within-category probes with
the child without researcher feedback or coaching
ii.
Parent performs three between-category probes with
the child without researcher feedback or coaching

10 minutes

Results
Results were analyzed for level, trend, and immediacy of results using visual inspection (Wolfe et
al., 2019) and scored five out of five points on the validated multiple baseline design visual inspection
protocol based on the criteria by Kratochwill et al., (2010). Graphs of the results depict baseline, training,
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and follow-up scores for both parent and child behaviour. In the parent behaviour graphs, two sets of data
are presented in baseline: parent teaching accuracy across training exemplars and generalization
exemplars performed with the child. In the training condition, parent teaching accuracy is presented
across: (1) training exemplars with the confederate, (2) generalization exemplars with the confederate,
and (3) generalization exemplars with the child. In the follow-up condition, parent teaching accuracy is
presented across: (1) training exemplars with the child, (2) generalization exemplars with the child, and
(3) novel exemplars with the child.
Parent Teaching Accuracy
Figure 2 shows the mean percentage of parent teaching accuracy across all three parents in cohort
1. The baseline scores across all three parents for both training and generalization exemplars were
moderate and stable, and well-below the expected performance criteria of 80%. During training, all three
parents showed immediate substantial increases in teaching accuracy after the first training session.
Parents only demonstrated improved generalized teaching accuracy when the general case training was
applied across the multiple baseline design. Mean scores for parent teaching accuracy across
generalization exemplars with the child were also high and stable during training for all three parents.
During follow-up, parent teaching accuracy maintained across Carla and Jessica, but was variable for
Allison who only participated in two follow-up sessions before dropping out of the study due to family
time constraints. Novel exemplars with the child were introduced in follow-up with mean scores falling
below average for Allison and remaining similar to generalization and training exemplars in level for
Carla and Jessica. Mean percentages for each participant across phases are summarized in Table 2.
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Figure 2
Mean Percentage of Parent Teaching Accuracy across Cohort 1 Parents
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Note. Mean scores for training exemplars, generalization exemplars, and novel exemplars displayed for
parent teaching with both the confederate and the child.
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Figure 3 shows the mean percentage of parent teaching accuracy across all three parents in cohort
2. The baseline scores across all three parents were slightly higher than the scores for cohort 1, but still
below the expected performance criteria of 80%. Like cohort 1, parents of cohort 2 only demonstrated
improved generalized teaching accuracy when the general case training was applied across the multiple
baseline design. During training, all three parents in cohort 2 showed immediate substantial increases in
teaching accuracy for training and generalization exemplars after the first training session. Nicole only
participated for one training session before dropping out of the study due to family emergencies. Mean
scores for parent teaching accuracy across generalization exemplars with the child were also high and
stable during training for all three parents. During follow-up, parent teaching accuracy maintained across
Kristin and Vincent. Novel exemplars with the child were introduced in follow-up with similarly high
scores maintained for Kristin and Vincent. Mean percentages for each participant across phases are
summarized in Table 2.
To further measure generalization, parent teaching accuracy was assessed using within-category
and between-category exemplars with their child. Figure 4 depicts parent scores across both
generalization categories for cohort 1 parents. Parents showed almost no difference in their performance
accuracy across within-category generalization exemplars and between-category generalization exemplars
in baseline. During training, parents showed some difference from within-category generalization
exemplars to between-category generalization exemplars, with Allison and Carla scoring higher in the
between-category exemplars and Jessica scoring higher in the within-category exemplars. In follow-up,
Allison did not differ in her performance across within- and between-category generalization exemplars.
Carla maintained a slightly higher score across the between-category generalization exemplars, and
Jessica showed the greatest difference in scores.
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Figure 3
Mean Percentage of Parent Teaching Accuracy across Cohort 2 Parents
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Note. Mean scores for training exemplars, generalization exemplars, and novel exemplars displayed for
parent teaching with both the confederate and the child.
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Table 2
Mean Parent Percent Accuracy Scores on Teaching Exemplars with the Child across Conditions.
Participant

Baseline

Training

Follow-Up

Training
Generalization Generalization Training
Generalization Novel
Exemplars Exemplars
Exemplars
Exemplars Exemplars
Exemplars
Allison
56% (52– 51% (45–54)
93% (89–97)
80% (78–
72% (52–91)
66% (54–
61)
82)
78)
Carla
51% (45– 54% (52–55)
95% (93–100) 88% (82–
93% (88–98)
90% (68–
58)
91)
100)
Jessica
51% (34– 49% (44–52)
97% (92–100) 81% (78–
85% (78–92)
81% (72–
63)
83)
94)
Kristin
61% (47– 53% (46–61)
90% (81–96)
94% (91–
86% (75–96)
97%
72)
97)
Vincent
59% (56– 57% (52–61)
92% (87–100) 92% (89–
92% (89–92)
93%
64)
92)
Nicole
62% (57– 67% (61–72)
83%
70)
Note. Ranges are presented in parentheses. Only generalization exemplars were probed with the child in
training. Novel exemplars were only introduced in follow-up.
Figure 4
Comparison of Within-Category and Between-Category Generalization Exemplars for Cohort 1 Parents

Note. BSL = baseline, INT = intervention, FOLLOW = follow-up.
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Figure 5 depicts parent scores across both generalization categories for cohort 2 parents. Parents
showed little differences in their performance accuracy across within-category generalization exemplars
and between-category generalization exemplars in baseline. During training, Kristin and Vincent showed
little difference between within-category generalization exemplars and between-category generalization
exemplars, with both participants scoring higher in the within-category exemplars. Jessica had the highest
difference in scores during the training phase, but only participated in one training session. In follow-up,
Kristin showed some difference in their performance across within- and between-category generalization
exemplars, while Vincent maintained a slightly higher score across the between-category generalization
exemplars.
Figure 5
Comparison of Within-Category and Between-Category Generalization Exemplars for Cohort 2 Parents

Note. BSL = baseline, INT = intervention, FOLLOW = follow-up. Nicole only participated in one
intervention session and did not participate in any follow-up sessions.
Child Performance Accuracy
Figure 6 depicts the mean percentage of child performance accuracy across all three child
participants in cohort 1. All three children had low stable scores in baseline. During training, only six
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generalization exemplars were probed each session with the child, resulting in variable scores for each
child. During follow-up, all three child participants showed increases from baseline. Elliot showed a
substantial increase from the first to the second follow-up session, Gregory showed a substantial level
increase but remained at a stable level of responding in follow-up and Justin showed an increasing trend
in performance accuracy in follow-up.
Figure 7 depicts the mean percentage of child performance accuracy across all three child
participants in cohort 2. Brittany and Olivia had low stable scores in baseline. Nathan’s scores, which
were moderate and stable, were the highest scores of all child participants in baseline. During training,
only six generalization exemplars (one trial each) were probed each session with the child, as opposed to
five trails of 9–12 total exemplars in baseline and follow-up. The difference in the number of targets may
have resulted in variable scores for Brittany and Nathan. For Olivia, only one training score was collected
before the family withdrew their participation from the study. During follow-up, both Brittany and Nathan
showed substantial increases from baseline. Table 3 depicts the mean scores for all children across all
phases.
Parent Observation of Early Markers Scale (POEMS) Scores
The POEMS was administered to each participating family upon recruitment, monthly during
baseline and training, and again during follow-up. Total scores and total number of elevated items above a
score of 2.5 were measured pre- and post-training (see Table 4).
Parenting Sense of Competency (PSOC) Scores
Parents completed the PSOC once at the start of the study and again at the end of the follow-up
period. A total of four parent participants completed both the pre- and post-PSOC. See Table 5 for
results.
Consumer Satisfaction Results
Parents completed the consumer satisfaction report within one week of completing the five
training sessions. Results across the various subscales were averaged and reported as a mean score (see
Table 6).
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Figure 6
Mean Percentage of Performance Accuracy across Cohort 1 Children
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Note. Each datapoint in the training condition reflects child performance across 6 trials, 1 trial for 6
different generalization exemplars. Each datapoint in the baseline and generalization conditions reflect
child performance across a minimum of 5 trials of training, generalization, and novel exemplars (i.e., 30
trials minimum).
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Figure 7
Mean Percentage of Performance Accuracy across Cohort 2 Children
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Note. Each datapoint in the training condition reflects child performance across 6 trials, 1 trial for 6
different generalization exemplars. Each datapoint in the baseline and gen conditions reflect child
performance across a minimum of 5 trials of training, generalization, and novel exemplars (i.e., 30 trials
minimum).
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Table 3
Mean Child Percentage Scores on All Teaching Exemplars Across Conditions.
Participant

Baseline

Training

Follow-Up

Elliot

17% (10–21)

32% (0–67)

36% (15–57)

Gregory

13% (10–14)

39% (33–50)

33% (26–36)

Justin

17% (12–21)

45% (17–67)

43% (14–59)

Brittany

22% (18–27)

47% (17–67)

70% (63–76)

Nathan

44% (40–50)

72% (50–100)

78% (69–88)

Olivia

22% (19–26)

56%

-

Note. Ranges are presented in parentheses. Teaching exemplars include all training, generalization, and
novel exemplars.
Table 4
Pre- and Post-Training Total POEMS Scores and Number of Elevated Items by Participant
Total POEMS Pre

Total POEMS Post

Elevated Items Pre

Elevated Items Post

Elliot

111

81

21

1

Gregory

187

173

51

40

Justin

99

63.5

14

0

Brittany

81

90

6

11

Nathan

97.5

84

11

6

Olivia

94

68

11

0

Note. Clinical cut-off = 70. Individual items scored at or above 2.5 are considered elevated. Scores
reported reflect the first and last POEMS scores collected over the course of the study.
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Table 5
Parenting Sense of Competency Scores Pre- and Post-Training by Participant
Carla

Jessica

Kristin

Vincent

Pre

68

83

62

71

Post

63

82

70

91

Note. A higher score indicates a higher parenting sense of competency. There are no average or cut-off
scores for this tool.
Table 6
Mean Scores of Consumer Satisfaction Subscales by Participant
Allison

Carla

Jessica

Kristin

Vincent

Satisfaction

6

6

6.67

7

6.33

Recommendation

4

4

4

4

4

Researcher
1
1
1
1
1
Professionalism
Perceived
3
3.5
3
3.5
3.5
Change
Note. Satisfaction included three Likert scale questions scored from 1–7 where 1= not at all satisfied, and
7=extremely satisfied. Recommendation included two Likert scale questions scored that were reversed
scored from 1–4 where 1= extremely likely to recommend, and 4=not at all likely to recommend.
Researcher professionalism was measured across four questions where 0=no, and 1=yes. Perceived
Change included two Likert scale questions scored from 1–4 where 1= none, and 4= a great deal.
Discussion
The emerging parent training literature for infants and young children at risk for autism while
indicating promising outcomes for child development, lacks in its’ reporting of––and programming for––
parent generalization (McConachie & Diggle, 2007; Matson et al., 1996; Suppo & Floyd, 2012). As
demonstrated by the two studies conducted by Azzano and colleagues (2021a, b), generalized parent
behaviour change does not automatically occur. The current study was designed to address the gaps in the
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current literature by assessing the effectiveness of a GCT intervention in teaching parents a generalized
parent training skill repertoire. The results are encouraging as they demonstrate immediate increases in
level change across all six parent participants from the baseline to the training phase. This indicates that
the telehealth general case parent training intervention resulted in a generalized improvement in parent
teaching skills once parents received training for a standardized set of training exemplars. Parent teaching
performance across generalization exemplars increased at similar levels of fidelity as compared to the
trained exemplars across all parents, only when the general case training was applied. Further, parent
teaching performance was similar for novel exemplars. These results indicate that parent teaching
performance improved on a variety of both trained and untrained teaching exemplars. Additionally, these
results add to the existing body of GCT research, supporting the results that GCT interventions
demonstrate a functional relationship with generalized performance outcomes (Alaimo et al., 2018;
Horner & Day, 1989; Ducharme & Feldman, 1992; Sprague & Horner, 1984), and are also consistent
with those demonstrated by Ward-Horner and Sturmey (2008) who applied GCT to a parent training
intervention to increase functional skills for children diagnosed with ASD.
Furthermore, as all the training took place using a confederate rather than the actual child, the
parent participants also generalized their teaching skills from practicing with the confederate to directly
teaching their own child. Training parents to teach their child any skill as opposed to a defined set of
specific skills has beneficial long-term implications. Theoretically, parents will need less training over
time, allowing them to tackle new skill deficits as they arise thereby giving parents more agency over
their child’s successes and requiring less clinical intervention over time. As four of six participants
remained in the study at least 1 month post training, evidence of parenting skill maintenance is
demonstrated.
Parenting sense of competency scores were variable in that Vincent and Kristin reported a higher
sense of competency post-training whereas Jessica’s score decreased by 1 point and Carla’s decreased by
5. While extraneous variables were not controlled for in administering the PSOC, an upward trend in
parents’ own sense of competency may indicate that exposure to parent training increases parents’
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confidence in their ability to provide for their children. The variability in the four pre-post scores reported
do not give enough evidence to indicate that access to parent training positively influences parents’ own
sense of competency. Additionally, the PSOC may not have been a sensitive enough measure to reflect
changes that parents noted in their ability to teach their children new skills, due to the nature of the scale
items included (e.g., ‘My talents and interests are in other areas, not being a parent,’). Future research
should explore the relationship between parent training and perceived parenting competence as it pertains
to at-risk infants and young children.
In training parents across three specific subcategories out of nine, there was the chance that
parents might only generalize to exemplars that were topographically similar to the trained exemplars and
would not demonstrate generalization to exemplars that varied in topography. In analyzing the data from
within subcategory probes and between subcategory probes, parents demonstrated high parent teaching
accuracy at similar levels across both types of probes, indicating that the parent training resulted in broad
generalization to a wide range of skills.
Four of the child participants (Gregory, Justin, Brittany, Nathan) showed improvements in their
performance accuracy, indicating that as parent teaching fidelity improved, so did child performance. This
replicates the findings of Oono et al., (2013) who conducted a meta-analysis of parent-mediated
interventions for children with ASD, and of Azzano et al., (2021a, b) who employed parent teaching
interventions using the POEMS as an early screener and a similar version of the PTSC to train parents in
a behaviour analytic fashion. While in this current study, Elliot’s data indicated trends in an upward
direction, the limited number of datapoints in follow-up do not give enough evidence to determine a
maintained positive improvement in performance accuracy.
Additional child improvements were shown in child POEMS scores, where five of the six
children showed decreases in overall scores as well as in number of elevated items reported. While
Brittany’s POEMS scores did not decrease post-training, her increased performance accuracy results do
indicate improved child outcomes.
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This study adds to the literature in several ways. First, the data collected indicate that parent
teaching accuracy improved when GCT was applied. Secondly, this study adds to the mediator GCT
literature, expanding on the participant base that this method of intervention can reach. Third, this study
demonstrates that GCT can be successfully implemented in a telehealth format, expanding the
possibilities of this method of intervention. Additionally, it adds support to the existing literature that
behaviourally-based parent training for at-risk infants and young children can benefit children and
improve child outcomes as evidenced by improvements in child performance accuracy on select teaching
exemplars and improved POEMS scores. Importantly, all parents who completed the consumer
satisfaction questionnaire (83%), reported that they were satisfied with the intervention package and felt
that their child benefited. All parents reported that they were extremely likely to recommend this training
package to other families indicating that this is a socially valid method of virtual early intervention.
While this study had numerous strengths, there were several limitations that may be improved
upon with further research. For example, the online format required parents to provide their own
confederate for the training sessions. Due to this factor, one interested family declined participation in the
intake phase, and one participant ended up withdrawing after the first training session. It is important to
note that for families with single parents or limited additional adult supports, this training may not be
suitable, and accommodations would need to be arranged.
Another limitation of the study involved the standardized set of nine training exemplars used for
the teaching. Due to the sheer number of video models required, and timely intervention being an
important factor in teaching parents while children are as young as possible, one standard set of videos
across a standard set of exemplars was chosen. A more tailored approach might have individualized the
teaching modules so that they were relevant for each participant and therefore, more meaningful to each
family. However, one of the benefits of using the standardized exemplar library was that each family
received the exact same training each time. This means that the generalization effects shown across each
parent indicates that parents could learn the approach taught regardless of the exemplars modeled, and
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apply it to their individual child’s needs, as evidenced by parents’ teaching performance on generalization
and novel exemplars.
Additional limitations included internet connectivity issues, lack of data collection between
sessions, and a wide child age range. Internet connectivity issues impacted parents’ ability to hear the
trainer, and often caused increases in session length. Parents rated their satisfaction with the
videoconferencing platform lowest of all satisfaction ratings on the consumer satisfaction report. While
internet connectivity issues are difficult to avoid, increasing technological advances may mitigate this
factor. Regarding data collection between sessions, the researchers did not track the frequency with which
parents practiced teaching exemplars with their child outside of research sessions, therefore creating a gap
in knowledge of the relationship between amount of practice and child performance accuracy. The wide
age range in the children may have also impacted child performance accuracy, as the two children with
the largest improvements from baseline to follow-up (Nathan and Brittany) surpassed the age of three
years while participating in the study. Future research should target children of younger age ranges (e.g.,
below 12 months, or infant age, at the start of the study) to determine the impact of general case parent
training on a younger population.
More research is warranted to determine the long-term outcomes of this training model, and the
effects on child development overall. Two children of the six (Gregory and Nathan) that participated
subsequently received an independent, community diagnosis of ASD. Evidence for early intervention as a
means of autism prevention has yet to be demonstrated (Feldman et al., in press). Future researchers
should consider conducting a randomized control trial of the parent teaching intervention, as well as
conducting the GCT parent training in-person. Additionally, a component analysis could add to the
literature to determine how much of the training package is needed for parents to demonstrate improved
teaching fidelity and generalization.
In all, this study shows promising effects in terms of parent generalization to a variety of skills,
indicating that when general case parent training is implemented, parents may receive more value from
parent training. Coupled with the increasing trends in child performance accuracy, this knowledge is
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important as it pertains to at-risk children, as this therapeutic approach may provide families with
opportunities to improve their child’s development prior to receiving a diagnosis or receiving funding for
costly intensive early interventions.
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Appendix A
Parent Observation of Early Markers Scale (POEMS; Feldman et al., 2012)
Name of Child:
DOB:
Name of Person completing this form:
Email:

Phone no.

Relationship to the child:
Date:
PARENT INSTRUCTIONS :
• This checklist is to be completed on your infant, preferably every month, if possible (minimum every
3 months)
• The following infant/toddler behaviours are grouped together by topic and are NOT developmentally
sequenced.
• Over the past week, please indicate with a score from 1-4 whether the child has no difficulty (score
1) to severe problem (score 4) for each item. If you are unsure about how to score an item, you
can test it out with your infant/toddler or ask your spouse or other caregivers, where possible.
• Depending upon the age of your child not all items will apply; mark N/A (not applicable) if the item
is too advanced for your child’s age.
• If you are completing this form electronically, for each item, you can bold your score, change the
colour of the score you have chosen to red or put an X next to the score you have selected.
• If you are returning the form by email, please put your initials and the date of completion (e.g.,
MF-POC-10-19-16). This will really help us keep a record of your POC’s.
• Each time you email us a new POC, please revise the date.
• If you have any questions about completing the POC, please contact Maurice Feldman
mfeldman@brocku.ca
SCORING
• A score of 1 indicates that you have no concern about the behavior, and you feel that the infant is
developing typically
• A score of 2 indicates a mild problem, i.e., child’s behaviour is not completely typical of what you
expect of his/her age
• A score of 3 indicates a moderate problem i.e., child behaviour is concerning, but not as severe as
described in (4)
• A score of 4 indicates a severe problem that matches one or more of the descriptions provided

No evidence of
difficulty
1

Mild problem
Moderate
problem
2
3

Severe problem
4
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1.

NAP TIME

Sleeps well at nap time;
wakes easily on his/her
own

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Difficult to wake
especially for feedings; or
excessively light sleeper,
need to tip-toe around
during infant’s nap time

Comments:
2.

SLEEP DURTION AT
NIGHT
Sleeps at least four hours
consecutively during the
night; easy to get back to
sleep

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Wakes frequently during
the night; stays awake for
long periods during the
night

Comments:
3.

4.

5.

6.

SLEEP DURATION
TOTAL PER DAY
Sleeps at least 10 hours
per day (night-time and
naps combined)
Comments:
ACCEPTS
BOTTLE/BREAST
FEEDING
Accepts breast or bottlefeeding readily
Comments:
MILK/FORMULA
TOLERANCE
Tolerated breast milk or
formula well; rarely spit
up mild or formula
Comment:.
ACCEPTANCE OF
NEW FOODS
Accepts transition to new
food readily, e.g., breast
to bottle, pablum to
puree, new tastes, new
textures
Comments:

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Sleeps less than 10 hours
per day (night-time and
naps combined)

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Has difficulty sucking, or
resists or appears to lose
interest in feeding

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Could not tolerate breast
milk or formula; spit up
frequently; needed milk
substitute (e.g. soy)

Strongly resists switch to
bottle feeding or
introduction of
pablum/baby food;
strongly resists/refuses
new tastes and/or textures
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7.

APPETITE
Enjoys a variety of foods
and eats an appropriate
amount for child’s age

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Eats and/or drinks small
quantity and/ or variety; or
has a huge appetite, eats a
lot more than expected for
his/her age, always
wanting food

Comments:
8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

CUDDLING
Accepts and enjoys
cuddling and physical
affection
Comments:
DEMANDS PARENT
ATTENTION
Cries or vocalizes and
looks for parent when
parent leaves room or
parent is occupied
Comments:
MOOD
Easy to please; generally
good mood; appears to be
a happy child
Comments:
SMILING
Readily smiles at people
during social interactions
Comments:
LAUGHING
Laughs readily in social
situations; responds to
other’s laughter

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Actively resists being
cuddled; dislikes being
touched or picked up; or
passive, indifferent to
being picked up

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Appears indifferent to
parent attention; prefers to
be left alone most of the
time

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Difficult to please; frequent
colic symptoms; appears to
be unhappy and/or irritable
child

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Comments:
ATTACHMENT TO
1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----PARENTS
3.5------4
Differentiates parents
from other adults; may be
shy with strangers; cries
when left with less
familiar adult
Comments:

No social smile; might
smile during play but not
directed at people
Never laughs in social
situations; may appear
unaware of or indifferent to
other’s laughter; may laugh
only when alone; other’s
can’t figure out why
Does not differentiate
parents from other adults;
would happily go to or stay
with an adult; does not
acknowledge parent’s
leaving the room
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14.

RECOGNITION OF
PARENT’S VOICE
Turns head toward
mother or father’s voice
when held by another
adult
Comments:

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Does not appear to
differentiate parent’s voice
from that of a stranger; no
turning to look for parent
when child hears parent’s
voice

15.

PAIN REACTION
Reacts to painful event
(e.g., fall, cut) by crying
or screaming; recovers
quickly from mild bumps
or discomfort
Comments:
SEEKS COMFORT
WHEN HURT
Seeks adult comfort
when hurt; able to calm
down when comforted
Comments:
APPROPRIATENESS
OF EMOTIONS
Crying or laughter is
appropriate to the
situation

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Does not appear to feel
pain in situations when
others would find painful;
or overreacts to what
should be mild bumps or
discomfort

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Does not seek out adults
when hurt; actively resists
comforting when adult
initiates; or difficult to
calm when upset

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Displays apparently
unmotivated fits of crying
or laughter; frequently
can’t figure out what
he/she’s crying or laughing
about

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Shows no awareness or
anticipation of being
picked up; does not raise
arms to be picked up

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Highly inconsistent
response to familiar
people, situations, or
places; difficult to predict
reaction; small changes can
set off and upset

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Usually becomes very
upset during transitions;

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

Comments:
ANTICIPATION TO
BEING PICKED UP
Shows excitement or
anticipation when being
picked up; raises arms to
adult
Comments:
CONSISTENCY OF
RESPONSE
Shows consistent
response to familiar
people, situations or
places; easy to predict
what will please or upset
Comments:
TOLERANCE OF
TRANSITIONS
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21.

22.

23.

24.

Accepts transitions from
one activity to another
easily (e.g., play to meal
or bath time)
Comments:
ATTENTION TO LOUD
NOISE
Turns head toward loud
noise right away
Comments:
RESPONSE TO NAME
Responds to name by
turning eyes and head
toward person calling
name; prefers human
voice over object noise
Comments:
EYE CONTACT
Makes eye contact easily
during feeding, bathing
etc.
Comments:
INTEREST IN
OBJECTS
Shows interest in objects
that move or make noises
Comments:

may tantrum or cry for
prolonged period

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Does not respond to loud
noises appears not to hear;
or is overly reactive to loud
noises and startles easily

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Does not respond to name
when called; does not look
at the caller; may appear
deaf to the human voice

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Never makes eye contact;
avoids eye contact all the
time

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Is excessively fearful of
and tries to avoid certain
object that move or make
noises (e.g., fans, vacuums)
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25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

VISUAL TRACKINGSIDE TO SIDE
Good visual tracking of
an interesting object
moved slowly side to
side
Comments:
VISUAL TRACKINGUP AND DOWN
Good visual tracking of
an interesting object
moved slowly up and
down
Comments:
INTEREST IN FACES
Shows more interest in a
person’s face than in
objects/toys
Comments:
SHIFTS ATTENTION
TO PERSON
Shifts attention from
object/toy to person’s
face easily
Comments:
SHIFTING
ATTENTION
BETWEEN EVENTS
Shifts attention readily
from one toy or event to
another
Comments:
OBJECT
PERMENANCE
Searches for object/toy
when hidden by adult or
lost from view
Comments:
MUSCLE TONE
Shows good muscle tone
when sitting, rolling,
crawling, or grasping
objects
Comments:

1------1.5------2------2.5------3------3.5- Does not track objects at
-----4
all when object is slowly
moved from side to side

1------1.5------2------2.5------3------3.5- Does not track objects at
-----4
all when object is moved
slowly up and down

1------1.5------2------2.5------3------3.5- Prefers looking at
-----4
objects/toys’ indifferent to
faces or avoids faces

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Has great difficulty shifting
attention from an
object/toy to a face

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Gets “stuck” on one toy or
activity and may not even
notice when another toy or
activity is introduced

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Immediately loses interest
when object/toy is out of
view, does not search for
lost object/toy

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Shows very poor muscle
tone when sitting or
moving; floppy baby;
rarely initiates movement
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32.

AGILITY IN
MOVEMENT
Developmentally
appropriate movement:
crawls, walks, runs,
climbs smoothly
Comments:

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Awkward in moving; may
adopt unusual postures or
gait (e.g., toe-walking);
appears to move like a
younger child

33.

EXPLORING NEW
ENVIRONMENTS
Enjoys exploring new
environments and new
toys
Comments:
APPROPRIATE TOY
PLAY
Plays appropriately with
toys; explores, uses toy
as intended

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Shows no interest in new
places or new toys; or
actively tries to leave new
place or discard new toy

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Plays inappropriately with
toys; throws, destroys,
plays with just one part not
as intended; highly
repetitive and stereotyped
play

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Attention is much briefer
than expected given child’s
age; only able to focus for
longer periods on TV,
video, or limited set of
objects of special interest

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Very limited range of
interest in only one or two
objects or toys not always
appropriate to age

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Prefers to play with his/her
own body, using whole
body movements (e.g.,
spinning, rocking) or small
body movement (e.g., hand
gazing, flapping)

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Can not build tower even
with adult assistance;

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

Comments:
ATTENTION SPAN
Plays with toys for
amount of time
appropriate to age
(several minutes in
infancy; gradually
expanding with age to
15-30 min by age 2)
Comments:
RANGE OF INTEREST
IN TOYS
Shows interest in variety
of toys appropriate of
child’s age
Comments:
TOY VS. BODY PLAY
Prefers to play
appropriately with toys
on own or with other

Comments:
BUILDING TOWERS
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39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

Builds towers with at
least 3 blocks without
adult assistance
Comments:
IMITATES ACTIONS
Readily imitates actions
of others with toys or
imitates body actions
when asked “to this”.
Comments:
IMITATES SOUNDS
OR WORDS
Readily imitates sounds
or words of others,
spontaneously or when
asked "say ___"
Comments:
PRETEND PLAY
Able to pretend play, as
in making tea in toy cup,
feeding doll with spoon,
pushing toy car with
appropriate sounds
Comments:
ACTIVITY LEVEL
Shows appropriate
activity level during
unstructured play
Comments:
CRIES/VOCALIZES TO
EXPRESS NEEDS
Easily expresses needs
with cries and
vocalizations (hungry,
wet, soiled or sleepy)
Comments:
SOCIAL GAMES
Enjoys playing social
games (e.g., peek a boo,
being swung, bounce on
adult knee, songs, chase,
ring-around- the-rosy)
Comments:

shows no interest and may
resist tower building

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Never imitates action of
others with toys or body
actions of others when
asked “to this”.

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Never imitates sounds or
words of others,
spontaneously or when
asked "say ___"

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

No evidence of pretend
play; may use toy cups or
spoons as if real; may push
car without sounds or
pretend actions; no
evidence that child is
pretending

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Appears lethargic or overly
passive during unstructured
play; or is overly excited
and hyperactive during
unstructured play

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Does not appear to be
aware of own needs; does
not cry when hungry or in
discomfort

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Indifferent to or avoids
social games; resists by
looking away, pushing
away, or moving away
when game initiated by
others
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45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

POINTING TO
REQUEST
Uses index finger to
point to ask for
something; may use
words along with point
Comments:
POINTING TO SHARE
INTEREST
Uses index finger to
point to indicate interest
in something out of reach
Comments:
COORDINATES POINT
AND GAZE
When pointing to
something child wants,
checks that adult is
looking in same direction
Comments:
POINTS IN RESPONSE
TO QUESTIONS
When asked “Where’s
the light (or other object
out of reach)?” points
with full hand reach or,
later with index finger
Comments:

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Does not point to make
request; may use whole
hand to reach toward the
object of interest

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Does not point to
interesting object to direct
your attention; may look
toward or reach toward

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Point toward object he/she
wants, but does not check
to make sure adult is
looking

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

When asked a where
question, does not look
toward object; never
attempts to point to or each
toward the object requested

FOLLOWS ADULT
POINT WITH GAZE
Looks toward an object
when the adult points and
says “look, there’s
____!”
Comments:
FOLLOWS SIMPLE
DIRECTION
When asked to do
something simple, can
respond appropriately
when adult does not point
(get your shoes, give me
the dolly)

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Does not turn head in
direction of adult point
when adult points and says,
“Look there’s a _____!”

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Not able to understand or
follow any adult direction
unless adult uses gestures
or physically prompts the
child to follow through
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Comments:
51.

INTEREST IN
BIRTHDAYS/PRESENT
S
Shows interest or
excitement when he/she
or sibling given birthday
cake or present
Comments:
BRINGING TOY TO
REQUEST
Brings toys/objects over
to adult to request
assistance or permission
Comments:
BRINGING TOY TO
SHARE ATTENTION
Bring toys/objects over
to adult to show or share
joint attention
Comments:
WAITING
Tolerates brief wait
before needs can be met;
remains calm but
expectant while waiting
Comments:
WAVES BYE-BYE
Waves bye-bye when
someone is leaving the
home, without prompts to
wave
Comments:

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Appears indifferent when
given a birthday cake or
presented with a present

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Never brings toys or
objects to an adult to
request assistance or
permission

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Never brings toys to show
adult or to share going
attention

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Cannot tolerate any wait to
have needs met; easily
frustrated; quick to cry or
tantrum if needs are not
met immediately

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Indifferent to visitors
leaving; may resist prompts
to wave bye-bye

56.

GREETINGS
Acknowledges parents
after brief period of
absence with unprompted
approach to smile, give
or receive a hug, and/or
says “hi”
Comments:

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Indifferent to parents when
returning after period of
absence; does not
acknowledge with greeting,
smile or hug; may resist
parent’s greeting.

57.

INTEREST IN PEERS

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Shows no interest in the
activity of other children;

52.

53.

54.

55.
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58.

59.

60.

61.

Shows interest in the play
of other children or
siblings; watches other
children playing
Comments:
PLAY WITH PEERS
1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----Appropriate level of
3.5------4
engagement with play
side by side with same
set of toys)

Comments:
COORDINATE
GESTURES WITH
COMMUNICATION
Expresses needs easily
by combining gestures
and vocalizations or
speech
Comments:
COMMUNICATES
WITH WORDS
Consistently uses
understandable words to
communicate needs and
interests
Comments:
CONVENTIONAL USE
OF WORDS
Uses conventional.
common words or
phrases to express needs
and interest

ignores them as if they
were not present

No interest in playing with
or near siblings or peers;
may do some chase or
tickles with sibs, but won’t
share toys or materials;
moves away from
peers/sibs

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Frequently frustrated in
communicating needs;
resorts to screaming,
crying, tantrums, etc.; or
does not persist, walks
away when not understood
the first time

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Does not have any words
to express needs or
interests; uses gestures and
vocalizations only

1------1.5------2------2.5------3-----3.5------4

Uses a lot of idiosyncratic,
echolalic or made-up
words and phrases to
express needs and interests
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Appendix B
Parenting Sense of Competency Scale (PSOC; Gibaud-Wallston & Wandersman, 1978)
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Appendix C
Parent Teaching Skills Checklist
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Appendix D
Consumer Satisfaction Feedback Survey
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